TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS
SEC. 18 1/4 T 1N R 10 W., WM.
HISTORICAL: Book #8 Page 128
Surveyor Books #2 Page 21
* B.T. 36" Spruce 75 1/2 S 58 1/2 W 9 20 4' N
* B.T. 16" Spruce 75 1/2 N 78 1/2 E 25 74 4' N
* No Record, probably care #4

CONDITION FOUND:
Corner was gone.
FD. Scribing Visible
HEMLOCK 51/8 W 18 1/2

COMMENTS:
Corner is located on a Sandy Ridge East of County Camp and Trailer Park.

REWITNESS
I SET. 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap marked as sketched.
SET IN 8" TIE & CEMENT
* 96 Flat Section SOUT 18

NEW ACCESSORY:
Iron Pipe is 4" above ground. Hat Section with corner description tag
Renewed all Tags on old bearing trees. Old bearing trees are described on reverse side of this card.

COMMENTS: By permission of the County Surveyor, we set a 2" Iron Pipe with Brass Cap. We re-established the corner by utilizing the information found in the field and from the previous records found in the County Surveyors' Office.

IN THE PRESENCE OF:
Gale Arthur
George Arrrey

DATE: 4-16-69
PHOTO: 5/14/79
TITLE: Gruv

* = County corner tag affixed.